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Abstract                         :  

The present work was done to study the effect of proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation 

patterns techniques on adult hemiplegia   patients , ranging age between 40 - 60 years . The study 

was done   on 18 hemiplegic patients with an average duration of the illness   not less than 5 

months . Four patterns of techniques for   facilitation were applied for one month , at a rate of 4 

times a   week , seven tests were done before and after treatment and the   following results were 

obtained . a- Assessment of motor patterns   was done on the 18 patients , an increase in the mean 

value of the   correct patterns were obtained by all the patients , after month   of treatment . b- 

Assessment of motor activity , showed an   increase in the mean value of grades . c- Passive range 

of motion   was increased for shoulder and elbow flexion , after application   of PNF on the upper 

extremities for one month . d- Active range of   motion for shoulder and elbow flexion , showed 

moderates improvement after treatment. e- Hand - opposite shoulder pattern test . Improvement 

in the pattern grades also occurred . After   analysis of the results it was concluded that : 1- 

Application of   PNF on hemiplegic patients for one month led to the improvement in   muscle 

strength , coordination and spasticity . 2-Patients over  55 years need a longer time of treatment . 

3- In treating   hemiplegic patient with PNF motor assessment tests are recommended.  
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Abstract                         :  

The present investigation included : 1- Introduction and the aim   of the presen work . 2- Review 

of previous investigations in   fields related to the present work . 3- The materials and methods   

employed in the present studies . 4- The results of the present   investigations showed : - A 

Significant reduction in the muscle   power in the normal females compared with the normal 

males . - In   hemiparetic patients before remedial exercises . although the load   carried was less 

than the control patients , yet the all   parameters of the muscle power were significantly less than 

the   control group . the muscle strength ranged between poor and normal   . the strength of 

flexor digitorium profundus was better than   flexor digitorium superficialis . - A gradual 

increase in all   parameters of the experiments resulted from remedial exercise .   The increase 

was significant as regards the length of steady state   in seconds and in the number of contraction 

minute . also an   improvement in the muscle strength was observed . in some cases   the strength 

of flexor digitorium profundus reached the normal   level . 5- The results were discussed and 

compared with previous  reports of various investigators . 
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Abstract                         :  

The present work was done to study the effect of coordination   exercises on ataxic patients , 

ranging in age between 15-30 years   . A program of remedial exercises primarily designed to 

improve   coordination was administered to twelve patients with the   diagnosis of hereditary 

ataxia . These patients were divided into   two groups , group A Friedreich's ataxia ( illustrating 

sensory   ataxia ), while group B Marie's ataxia ( illustrating motor ataxia   ), to whom the 

following tests were applied : a- Alternate finger   to nose , finger to finger . b- Hands pronation 

supination . c-   Finger to hole . d- Alternate heel to knee , heel to yoe . e-   Perpendicular distance 

between the two heels . The first group of   patients demonstrated a significant increase in the 

rate of   performance of these tasks . While the second group showed less   significant results than 

group A and no significant change was   noted in static balance task . It was concluded that : - 

The   patient should receive this training program for a longer time  especiallyforgroup B where 

there is predominant spasticity. - A   wider group of patients should be studied , for more 

accurate   assessment of the significance of these tests - Additional   evaluation instruments could 

be used for the assessment of more   complex tasks. 
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